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Saudi among Arab states who back Israel annexation 
plans

At least three Arab states have greenlighted Israel’s planned annexation of large parts 
of the occupied Palestinian West Bank, Israel Hayom revealed today. According to the 
daily, at least three Arab states, including Jordan, Egypt and Saudi Arabia, have given 
the go ahead for Israel’s annexation of the occupied West Bank and Jordan Valley while 
they continue to publicly oppose the plan. A Saudi official was reported by the Israeli 
newspaper saying that the kingdom would not undermine its relationship with the 
United States for the sake of “hundreds” of Palestinians. Since Crown Prince 
Mohammed Bin Salman was named heir to the Saudi thrown, the oil-rich Gulf 
state has been accused of normalising relations with Israel and ramping up anti-
Palestinian rhetoric.

Middle East Monitor, May 27, 2020

EVENT

COMMENT

He shall enter also into the glorious land, and many countries shall be overthrown: but these shall 
escape out of his hand, even Edom, and Moab,[Jordan] and the chief of the children of 
Ammon. He shall stretch forth his hand also upon the countries: and the land of Egypt shall not 
escape. Jordan esapces when Russia invades – Egypt and Israel don’t.

BIBLE
QUOTE

(Daniel 40:41-42)

This is a very interesting article with Bible in hand. Israel’s new government under 
prime minister Netanyahu has said it will annex parts of the West Bank. This move will 
undoubtedly cause turmoil with the Palestinians as it will bring to an end their hope of 
their own state on the West Bank. The Bible says that Saudi Arabia will be onside with
the UK and USA at the time of the end and is part of the king of the south power of 
Daniel 11. This is exactly what the article says  - “the kingdom would not undermine its 
relationship with the United States for the sake of the Palestinians”. What about Egypt? 
Egypt isn’t mentioned in Ezekiel 38 but it is mentioned in Daniel 11. The king of the 
north comes down through Israel into Egypt. Again we can surmise that Egypt is not 
against Israel at this time  - but it is not closely linked to the UK or US. Jordan is Moab 
– and Psalm 83 says they will be part of the alliance against Israel in the inner ring war.



Chinese President Xi Jinping tells military to          
prepare for war

The President of China has urged the country's army to prepare for armed combat, 
claiming the coronavirus pandemic is having a significant impact on national 
security. On Tuesday, President Xi Jinping said China must ensure its military is strong 
because the coronavirus pandemic has had a "profound" effect on the world situation 
and China's security. State media China Daily reports Xi instructed the military to gear 
up combat preparation and conduct battle drills in a flexible manner. "The armed forces 
must improve operational capability in each and every aspect," Xi said. The military 
must practice carrying out training procedures under COVID-19 precautionary 
measures, he added. It's not just preparing though - China has also boosted funding to 
its armed forces. Last week, China announced it would boost its military budget by 6.6 
percent despite the vast economic downturn caused by the pandemic.

Newshub, May 28, 2020
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COMMENT

For, lo, the kings were assembled, they passed by together. They saw it, and so they marvelled; 
they were troubled, and hasted away. Fear took hold upon them there, and pain, as of a woman 
in travail. Thou breakest the ships of Tarshish with an east wind. The West has suffered far more 
economically than the East. We are seeing power ebb away from the USA…

BIBLE
QUOTE

(Psalm 48:4-7)

Far from bringing nations together to resolve a common enemy (COVID19) the opposite 
is happening. As the articles states (referring to the Chinese government),  “the 
coronavirus pandemic is having a significant impact on national security.” National self 
interest is becoming far more prevalent and when this happens (and cooperation 
reduces) war becomes more likely. The headline in the news report above is almost a 
direct quotation from the Bible. Joe 3:9 says “Proclaim ye this among the gentiles; 
prepare war.” The preparation for war is underway. China isn’t really mentioned in the 
Bible. However we do read in Psalm 48 that the “ships of Tarshish” – the power of 
Britain (and USA) - are broken by an EAST wind – Coronavirus started in the EAST…



Senior figures in the Trump administration have discussed conducting America’s first 
nuclear test in almost 30 years. At a meeting in the White House on May 15 national 
security officials debated whether the first test explosion since 1992 would pressure 
Russia and China into signing up to a new arms-control agreement. A senior official in 
the Trump administration argued that showing Moscow and Beijing that the US was 
capable of carrying out a “rapid test” would be a powerful negotiating tool, according 
to The Washington Post. The meeting did not end in agreement to carry out a test but the 
idea is “very much an ongoing conversation”, the newspaper said. Since 1945 at least 
eight countries have collectively conducted around 2,000 nuclear tests, with the US 
accounting for more than half. The Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, banning all 
nuclear explosions, was adopted by the UN in 1996 but has not been ratified by eight
countries, including the US, China, North Korea, Iran and Israel.

The Times, May 25, 2020
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BIBLE
QUOTE

Last week the US declared its intention to leave the Open Skies Treaty, which 
is intended to reduce the risk of war by allowing Russia and western nations to conduct 
observation flights over each other’s territory. This week there is talk at senior levels in 
Trump’s administration of reviving nuclear weapons tests. These aren’t the signs of the 
world moving to an ever peaceful existence – these are signs the world is on the edge 
of an abyss. The Bible is very clear – if Christ did not intervene (by returning physically 
to this earth) no flesh (nothing living) would survive. Undoubtedly at some point in the 
future mankind left to his own devices would destroy the earth. God will NOT let this 
happen. Despite the 3rd World War approaching the world will survive and be put right.

Trump considers nuclear weapons test

For then shall be great tribulation, such as was not since the beginning of the world to this time, no, 
nor ever shall be. And except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but 
for the elect’s sake those days shall be shortened.

(Matthew 24:21-22) 



Russia wants to significantly expand its military bases in war-torn Syria, the Interfax 
news agency cited a government resolution as saying on Friday. President Vladimir Putin
ordered his Defence and Foreign Ministries to hold talks with Bashar Assad's 
government over obtaining maritime access in Syria, as well as further military facilities 
and additional real estate on land and at sea. Moscow currently has two permanent 
military bases in Syria — an air base in western Syria's Latakia province and a naval 
base at Tartus on the Mediterranean coast. Both the Tartus and Latakia bases are set to 
be expanded to allow Russian armed forces higher levels of performance and 
functionality, said Yuri Shvitkin, the vice chair of the Russian state Duma defence 
committee. "Tartus now has a rather limited functionality," he told Interfax, adding that the 
port should become a fully-fledged navy base. In 2019, Moscow had already pledged
millions of dollars to modernize the facility.

Deutsche Welle, May 29, 2020
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BIBLE
QUOTE

Incredibly in March of this year, Syria entered its tenth year of civil war. Russia entered 
the conflict (shocking the world) in September 2015. It was Russia’s intervention that 
turned the tide for president Assad who was able to push back against the “rebels” 
protected by Russian airpower. There is still no end in sight through to the humanitarian 
crisis which has killed more than 380,000 people and displaced over 11,000,000.
But Russia wants some payback for saving Assad. It wants to expand further into Syria 
– extend its reach and influence. This brings Russia right up to Israel’s doorstep. It gives
them the ability (in the future) to invade Israel with far greater ease as they have the
supply chains to do so. Russia is moving into the area of the ancient king of the north.

Russia aims to boost military facilities in Syria

And at the time of the end shall the king of the south push at him: and the king of the north shall 
come against him like a whirlwind, with chariots, and with horsemen, and with many ships; and he 
shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow and pass over. .

(Daniel 11:40) 



Covid-fuelled fears of social unrest 

The Times, May 23, 2020
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BIBLE
QUOTE

There has been an unprecedented spike of new gun sales in America during the 
pandemic as fear increases about what might come next. Estimated gun sales soared 
to 2.58m in March, Small Arms Analytics and Forecasting reported, an 85.3% jump 
from the same time last year. Anecdotal evidence also suggests that many of the 
buyers were first-time gun owners. Unemployment is going to increase and as a 
recession grips the world people are worried (fearful) over how others might respond.
Therefore they think the answer is to arm themselves with a lethal weapon. 
The Bible says that financial collapse is coming. COVID19 could well be part of this 
story as almost every nation has had to massively increase debts. Isaiah 24 speaks of 
a time when mobs will roam the streets  - the cities will be in chaos…

The city writhes in chaos; every home is locked to keep out intruders. Mobs gather in the streets, 
crying out for wine. Joy has turned to gloom. Gladness has been banished from the land. The 
city is left in ruins, its gates battered down. Throughout the earth the story is the same— only a 
remnant is left, like the stray olives left on the tree (Isaiah 24:1-13 NLT)

Nestled together in a row beside route 37 in Toms River, New Jersey, the cigar shop 
and the barber’s were shut. Yet a neon “open” sign shone outside Guns & Roses and 
Joe Hawk, the gun shop’s owner, welcomed a steady stream of customers — evidence 
of how America’s love affair with firearms is blossoming under the lockdown. Selling
20,000 rounds of ammunition some days and working late into the night, Hawk, 53, said 
he has never known such demand. “People have come in so afraid of this virus that 
they’re buying guns off the walls, it doesn’t matter what it is,” he said, greeting me with a 
handshake and wearing his facemask as a chin strap. Many of his customers are first-
time buyers — “the traditional liberal, someone who’s a staunch non-firearms person”, 
as he put it: “Once Covid-19 hit they thought about protecting their families and 
determined that the government was not going to be there for them when they need it.”



RT, May 25, 2020
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BIBLE
QUOTE

Swarms of locusts that fly up to 90 miles a day are threatening crops and food security 
in India as the country battles the coronavirus pandemic. Each swarm contains about 
80 million adult locusts per square kilometre, and can eat as much food per day as 
35,000 people. There is grave concern over the autumn crop of rice, lentils, 
vegetables, sugarcane and fruits, due to be sown early next month. The coronavirus 
pandemic has already created food insecurity for millions of Indians and the locusts' 
invasion will pile even more pressure on farmers and livestock. We are seeing the 
earth as woman in labour pains – contractions of pain that lead to our Lord’s return.

Terrifying scenes as massive LOCUST swarm 
invades Indian city

We know that the whole creation groans and travails in pain together until now. Not only that, but 
we also, who have the first fruits of the Spirit, groan within ourselves while eagerly waiting for 
adoption, the redemption of our bodies. 

(Romans 8:22-23 MEV)

Vast hordes of locusts have overrun at least five states in India, showing no signs of 
slowing down and adding insult to injury as the country grapples with the twin evils of a 
pandemic and the aftermath of a super-cyclone. 

As if pandemics, earthquakes, explosions, shoot-outs, a typhoon and a super-
cyclone weren’t enough for the world to be grappling with, vast swarms of locusts are 
now threatening food supplies in the second-most populous country in the world, 
India. On Monday, the swarms descended on Jaipur, a city of some three million people, 
with eyewitness video from the area showing the full horror of the invasion.
“The current locust outbreak is the biggest in 25 years in Ethiopia and Somalia, in 26 
years in India, and in 70 years in Kenya,” explained Keith Cressman, senior locust 
forecasting officer at the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization.
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Iran leader says Israel a ‘cancerous tumor’ to be 
destroyed

Iran’s supreme leader on Friday called Israel a “cancerous tumor” that “will undoubtedly 
be uprooted and destroyed” in an annual speech in support of the Palestinians, 
renewing threats against Iran’s archenemy in the Middle East. Supreme Leader 
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei’s speech marked a subdued Quds Day for Iran, which typically 
sees government-encouraged mass demonstrations in Tehran and elsewhere in the 
Islamic Republic, as well as Iranian-allied nations. “Al-Quds” is the Arabic name for 
Jerusalem. Khamenei spoke to the nation in a 30-minute speech aired on state 
television, a rare address by the supreme leader as other officials in the past gave the 
keynote speech. He repeatedly referred to Israel as a “cancer” or “tumor” during the 
speech, criticizing the U.S. and the West for equipping it with “various kinds of military 
and non-military tools of power, even with atomic weapons.” “The Zionist regime is a 
deadly, cancerous growth and a detriment to this region,” Khamenei said. “It will 
undoubtedly be uprooted and destroyed.”

Associated Press, May 22, 2020
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They have said, Come, and let us cut them off from being a nation; that the name of Israel may 
be no more in remembrance. For they have consulted together with one consent: they are 
confederate against thee: …; the Philistines with the inhabitants of Tyre; Assur also is joined 
with them: they have holpen the children of Lot. Selah.

BIBLE
QUOTE

(Psalm 83:4-8)

Until this week the Iranian leader had never explicitly acknowledged that Iran was 
supplying weapons to the Palestinians. On Friday this week he did so. “Iran realised 
Palestinian fighters’ only problem was lack of access to weapons. With divine guidance 
and assistance, we planned, and the balance of power has been transformed in 
Palestine, and today the Gaza Strip can stand against the aggression of the Zionist 
enemy and defeat it,” he said. Psalm 83 speaks of the nation of “Assur” supporting a 
group of tribes and peoples that want Israel destroyed. Assur in this context could well 
be Iran. Amongst the people it supports are the Philistines – modern Palestinians.



Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah: Israel must be 
destroyed

Hezbollah leader Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah gave a speech on Friday, Al-Quds Day, on 
the "struggle with Israel," in which he opened with the position that "Israel must be 
destroyed.” He opened his speech by addressing the various reasons for the 
commemorative speech, in which he called Israel's Independence "the establishment of 
this virus of an entity, this cancerous tumor amidst our umma.” Nasrallah said that the 
position regarding "Palestine, the holy places, the Palestinian people, and the upsurper 
entity is a religious and ideological position and therefore we cannot compromise or 
negotiate on it.” "Anyone who thinks they can change this position through sanctions or 
pressure is mistaken and must despair of their attempts to do so.” Nasrallah said that 
resistance alone is the only way to liberate the Palestinian land from Israel.

Jerusalem Post, May 22, 2020
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Do unto them as unto the Midianites; as to Sisera, as to Jabin, at the brook of Kison: Which 
perished at Endor: they became as dung for the earth. …O my God, make them like a wheel; as 
the stubble before the wind. As the fire burneth a wood, and as the flame setteth the mountains 
on fire; So persecute them with thy tempest, and make them afraid with thy storm.

BIBLE
QUOTE

(Psalm 83:9-15)

On the same day this week the Hezbollah leader also called for Israel to be destroyed. 
We are surely seeing Psalm 83 now coming together. This Psalm speaks of 9 tribes and 
one nation that consult together to destroy Israel. However their fate is that of Sisera 
who was an enemy of Israel (a Canaanite army general) who was himself destroyed. 
(See Judges 5:26) When these enemies of Israel are made like stubble we are told in 
the final verse of Psalm 83 that men will know that YAHWEH is the God of the entire 
earth. We could be very close to the initial inner ring war that will see Israel’s immediate 
neighbours destroyed. This will be a conflict that will not leave Israel unscathed. The 
headline in the Associated Press this week was “20 years after withdrawal, Israel, 
Hezbollah brace for war.” The initial inner ring war IS coming – possibly SOON…



Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas announced his country will be ceasing 
all arrangements with Israel and the US in light of Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu’s 
annexation plans. "The Palestine Liberation Organization and the State of Palestine are 
absolved, as of today, of all the agreements and understandings with the American and 
Israeli governments and of all the obligations based on these understandings and 
agreements, including the security ones," the president said at a leadership meeting in 
Ramallah. The announcement comes in response to plans by Netanyahu to annex 
Jewish settlements in the West Bank, that were outlined in the ‘Deal of the Century’ 
proposed by US President Donald Trump and announced in January. Abbas made clear 
he sees Israel as an “occupying power” when it comes to the West Bank.

RT, May 19, 2020
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BIBLE
QUOTE

The Palestinians believe that the new Israeli emergency government that was sworn in 
this week will annex large parts of the West Bank. This would bring to an end their 
dream of having a Palestinian state and therefore they have decided to withdraw from 
all security arrangements with Israel and America. The land of Israel which includes the 
West Bank is NOT Palestinian land. It is land specifically given by God to Israel. It was 
God who ejected them out of the land in AD70 – it was God who brought them back 
into the land in 1948. In Joel 3 we read of the regathering of Israel to the land and God 
says “What have you got to do with me O Tyre and Zidon and all the coasts of 
Palestine?” Tyre is the base of Hezbollah in Lebanon who want to destroy Israel (also 
mentioned in Psalm 83!). The coasts of Palestine refer to the Gaza Strip. Israel will 
soon remove the pricking briers from around her – but Gog will then invade.

Palestine withdraws from all agreements with                 
Israel and US, says Mahmoud Abbas

Yea, and what have ye to do with me, O Tyre, and Zidon, and all the coasts of Palestine? will ye 
render me a recompence? and if ye recompense me, swiftly and speedily will I return your 
recompence upon your own head;

(Joel 3:4) 



The Holy See is concerned about an Israeli plan to unilaterally annex a large portion of 
land in the West Bank, said a Vatican statement. "The Holy See is following the 
situation closely and expresses concern about any future actions that could 
further compromise dialogue," said the statement released May 20. The Vatican press 
office said the statement came after Archbishop Paul Gallagher, the Vatican foreign 
minister, was contacted by telephone by Saeb Erekat, chief negotiator and secretary 
general of the Palestine Liberation Organization. Erekat, it said, wanted "to inform the 
Holy See about recent developments in the Palestinian territories and of the possibility of 
Israel applying its sovereignty unilaterally to part of those territories, further jeopardizing 
the peace process.” Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and opposition leader 
Benny Gantz reached an agreement to form a coalition government, and Netanyahu was 
sworn in again as prime minister on May 17.

UCAnews, May 21, 2020
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BIBLE
QUOTE

We might ask what the Vatican has to do with the situation between Israel and the 
Palestinians. The answer is  - a lot! The Vatican is an ardent supporter of the Palestinian 
political struggle for an independent state ever since 1967. A basic agreement was put 
in place on Feb 15th 2000. Then on Jan 2nd 2015 a comprehensive agreement was 
signed. It recognises and supports the Palestinian claim that the West Bank and East 
Jerusalem should be part of their state. It also covers what would happen to Vatican 
property in Jerusalem. At all costs the Vatican want to keep Israel and Jerusalem 
divided – it strengthens their theological claim that Rome is now the seat of the true 
church. New Jerusalem. The Bible sees the Vatican as the harlot riding the beast…

Holy See concern over Israel's West Bank plan

And the angel said unto me, Wherefore didst thou marvel? I will tell thee the mystery of the woman, 
and of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven heads and ten horns.
And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains [hills], on which 
the woman sitteth. Rome sits on 7 hills according to the Catholic Encyclopaedia.(Revelation 17:7+9) 



The Pandemic’s Geopolitical Aftershocks Are 
Coming
The Atlantic, May 18, 2020
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BIBLE
QUOTE

This is a very interesting article that looks at what might happen next as the world looks 
beyond coronavirus. Experts have “invented” scenarios that might come about in a 
changed world as nations become more insular, as economies struggle to recover and 
political turmoil ensues. Great changes create a set of immense chain reactions. The 
article above continues to look at the impact on Russia. Michael Clark a defence 
professor at King’s College London said “Putin’s aggressive opportunism will probably 
get worse. The nature of Putin’s leadership is that he can’t stand still; he has to keep 
pushing forward. This makes him more volatile.” The article says that an autocrat could 
“eye opportunity for a land grab.” This is exactly what the Bible says Putin will do….

Thus saith the Lord GOD; It shall also come to pass, that at the same time shall things come into 
thy mind, and thou shalt think an evil thought: And thou shalt say, I will go up to the land of 
unwalled villages; I will go to them that are at rest, that dwell safely, all of them dwelling without 
walls, and having neither bars nor gates, To take a spoil, and to take a prey; (Ezekiel 38:10-12)

With most European countries confident that they are past the worst of the coronavirus 
pandemic, their attention is turning to the chance of its resurgence once society returns 
to some semblance of normal. But beyond the epidemiological challenges lies a slowly 
amassing threat that is not pathological in nature, but economic, political, and 
military. This is the geopolitical second wave, and its power is already starting to 
concern Western leaders. Imagine a scenario: Just as Europe and the United States 
begin to feel as if they have the coronavirus under control, it takes hold in the 
developing world. Exhausted, indebted, and desperate for their own economies to get 
back up to speed, richer countries are too slow to help. Panic ensues. Migrants mass in 
southern Europe, which is still struggling to pull itself out of a coronavirus-induced 
depression. Somewhere, a state defaults on debt held largely by Western financial 
institutions. In the chaos, an autocrat eyes an opportunity for a land grab. 



Jerusalem Post, May 18, 2020
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BIBLE
QUOTE

As the political temperature increases in and around Israel and their enemies lift their 
heads with a chorus of destruction – the temperature also increases physically in the 
land as well. The heat striking the entire region this early in the year is unprecedented. 
In coastal Tel Aviv which sits on the Mediterranean Sea, temperatures reached 109 
degrees Fahrenheit on May 19. Mountainous Jerusalem, which has more moderate 
summers than Tel Aviv, had high temperatures of 100.6 degrees Fahrenheit on May 
19. We know that great heat and fire is coming on this world. The first judgement of 
the world was with water. The second will be by fire. Nevertheless we know the world 
will not be destroyed but transformed into the wonderful, glorious kingdom of God.

Historic heatwave to continue to roast Israel

Looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God, wherein the heavens being on fire shall 
be dissolved, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat? Nevertheless we, according to his 
promise, look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness.

(2 Peter 3:12-13)

If temperatures remain as forecast, then this would be the first time that such high 
temperatures were ever reported for six days straight in Israel. Israel may be facing its 
longest and most extreme heatwave ever recorded this week, with temperatures 
expected to sit consistently around 104°F (40°C) for a period of six days. On 
Sunday, temperatures in many areas reached over 104°F (40°C) and even above 
113°F (45°C) in some areas. A noticeable change in temperatures is not expected on 
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday. If temperatures remain as forecast, then this would 
be the first time that temperatures over 100°F (38°C) along the coast and over 97°F 
(36°C) in the mountains were ever reported for six days straight in Israel, according to 
Ynet. There have been extended heatwaves in the past, but they've always been with 
lower temperatures or shorter time periods.
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China Law a “Death Knell” for Hong Kong Freedoms 

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo has condemned China's plan to impose a new security law in 
Hong Kong, calling it a "death knell" for the city's freedoms. China is seeking to pass a law that would 
ban "treason, secession, sedition and subversion" in Hong Kong. Mr Pompeo said the decision to 
bypass Hong Kong's lawmakers ignores "the will of the people".
"The United States strongly urges Beijing to respect Hong Kong's high degree of autonomy, 
democratic institutions, and civil liberties," Mr Pompeo said in a statement on Friday.
Mr Pompeo's intervention is likely to infuriate the Chinese government, whose relations with the US 
have been strained recently by disputes over trade and the coronavirus pandemic. 
A joint statement from UK Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab and his Australian and Canadian 
counterparts also expressed "deep concern" at China's proposal. It said: "Making such a law on 
Hong Kong's behalf without the direct participation of its people, legislature or judiciary would clearly 
undermine the principle of 'one country, two systems', under which Hong Kong is guaranteed a high 
degree of autonomy.“ In Hong Kong, pro-democracy activists have been calling for support from 
Western governments after China announced the law. 

BBC, May 22, 2020
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13 And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the 
mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet. 14 For they are the spirits of 
devils, working miracles, which go forth unto the kings of the earth and of the whole 
world, to gather them to the battle of that great day of God Almighty. 

BIBLE
QUOTE

We don’t know for sure what part that China and Hong Kong will play at the time of the 
end, but this is definitely the kind of interplay called for by the frog-like spirits as the 
world prepares for Armageddon, and it’s interesting to see it being directed by China.
Russia has been financially weakened considerably by the effects of US sanctions, 
Covid-19 and the crash of oil prices. China, on the other hand is emerging from the 
pandemic much less scarred by its effects, and ready to flex its muscles against the 
West - King of the South. China shares with Russia much of the same political idealism 
and a very long border. It is not beyond reason to anticipate a coalition of China with 
Russia to form a very powerful “King of the North” 



US Issues 2nd Warning to Iranian Warships
Daily Mail, May 23, 2020
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4 …I will bring thee forth, and all thine army, horses and horsemen, all of them clothed with all 
sorts of armour, even a great company with bucklers and shields, all of them handling 
swords: Persia, Ethiopia, and Libya with them; all of them with shield and helmet:

BIBLE
QUOTE

(Eze 38:4-5)

U.S. Navy issues warning to Iranians not to come within 100 meters of its warships or be 
fired upon a month after Trump made threat 'to shoot down and destroy' their gunboats
The U.S. Navy issued a stark warning Tuesday that all vessels are to maintain a distance of 
at least 100 meters from its ships in international waters  
It said any vessel within this parameter would be 'interpreted as a threat and subject to 
lawful defensive measures'
The warning targeted Iranian vessels after recent close encounters
It comes a month after President Trump instructed the Navy 'to shoot down and destroy any 
and all Iranian gunboats if they harass our ships at sea’
The Navy issued the notice for the Arabian Sea, Gulf of Oman and Persian Gulf. While 100 
meters may seem far, it's incredibly close for large warships that have difficulty in turning 
quickly, like aircraft carriers. 
On Sunday, Iran complained to the United Nations over possible measures Washington 
could take against an Iranian fuel shipment to Venezuela

The “cat & mouse” issues continue between the US and Iran. Iran’s mission is to wipe 
Israel off the face of the map and the presence of the US is a definite distraction to that 
objective. Like Russia, Iran has also been severely effected negatively by sanctions, the 
pandemic and low oil revenues (US is threatening to curtail Iran oil sales to S America.) 
It is interesting how little this all has deterred Iran from continuing to flex its war muscles.
Also, like Russia, Iran is continuing to test the resolve of the US, considering the epidemic 
proportions and effects of the virus in the US, which are perhaps even more so than in 
Iran. Everything in the gulf is operating on a hair-trigger. 



With the world's attention focused on the coronavirus pandemic, a long-simmering water dispute 
in Africa may be nearing boiling point. Ethiopia says it will not wait for an agreement with 
downstream nations Egypt and Sudan before it goes ahead in July with filling the reservoir 
behind the giant Nile dam it has been building since 2011. Egypt, which fears disastrous 
consequences if its vital share of the river's water is reduced, has protested against Ethiopia's 
decision and accused the landlocked Horn of Africa nation of showing contempt for international 
laws governing the use of transnational rivers. Both Egypt and Ethiopia wrote to the UN Security 
Council to blame the other for the failure of nearly a decade of negotiations to produce an 
agreement on the operation of the dam and the filling of the reservoir. Sudan, meanwhile, 
appears to have abandoned at least some of its perceived bias in favour of Ethiopia's stand on 
the dispute, joining Egypt last week in turning down an offer by Ethiopia to negotiate an interim 
agreement to govern the first filling of the reservoir. Its surprise decision coincided with growing 
voices in Sudan that question the engineering soundness of the dam and warn that much of the 
country would be flooded if the dam near its border collapsed under pressure.

The National, May 17, 2020
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Modern Ethiopia was called Cush in Bible times. Egypt and Cush shared a border at that time. Today Egypt 
and Ethiopia do not share a border, as the Sudan is sandwiched between them, but they do share a river. 
Most of Egypt’s 100 million population (95%) live and work along the Nile. The rest of the country is desert. 
Ethiopia is building a dam on their section of the Nile. They stand to gain much in revenue, supplying 
electrical power domestically and to surrounding nations including Sudan. But what happens when they fill 
the dam. Too fast and Egypt suffers. Too slow and Ethiopia coffers suffer as they wait for revenue. And 
what happens if the dam bursts? Exekiel 38 says that at the time of the end Gog gets involved with 
Ethiopia AGAINST Egypt. 
Egypt in Bible prophecy is with King of the South; Ethiopia is with the King of the North. Could this be the 
issue that puts that into motion.

Egypt-Ethiopia Nile Dam Dispute reaches critical point

(Eze 38:4-5) 

4 …I will bring thee forth, and all thine army, horses and horsemen, all of them clothed with all 
sorts of armour, even a great company with bucklers and shields, all of them handling 
swords: Persia, Ethiopia, and Libya with them; all of them with shield and helmet:



Libyan commander Khalifa Haftar called on his forces on Saturday to rally against Turkey, which 
has helped his Tripoli-based rivals turn the tide of a military conflict around the capital.
Recent advances by forces aligned with the internationally recognised Government of National 
Accord (GNA), including the seizure of a key air base, have thrown a year-long offensive on 
Tripoli by Haftar’s Libyan National Army (LNA) into jeopardy.
They have also drawn a threat by the LNA, which is backed by the United Arab Emirates, Egypt 
and Russia, to carry out a massive air campaign in retaliation.
On Saturday the GNA forces pressed forward in some outlying districts of Tripoli, where they 
say they have had to pick their way through mines and other explosive devices laid by the LNA.
The LNA said it had withdrawn from some areas, but had also staged an ambush at Yarmouk 
military camp in Tripoli and killed or captured rival combatants.
Haftar, in an audio message addressed to his forces, urged them to battle the “colonial” 
intervention by Turkey until its defeat, in a reference to one-time Ottoman control of Libya.
Haftar’s comments were released as U.S. President Donald Trump appealed for a rapid de-
escalation of the conflict in Libya in a call with Turkish counterpart Tayyip Erdogan.

Rueters, May 23, 2020
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3 countries are predicted in Eze 38:5 to be in a coalition with Gog, King of the North as it 
comes down to invade the land of Israel. In the previous 2 slides we have looked at 
current events relative to 2 of them. We now come to #3 – Libya. Libya has been locked 
in a civil war since Gaddafi was eliminated as leader. Haftar & the LNA is has control of 
80% of the country but the official internationally recognized GNA has control of about 
5% and Tripoli the capital. Turkey has been actively supporting the GNA, and Haftar and 
the LNA is now threatening armed engagement with Turkey. Bro Thomas has opined 
that at the end time Turkey will be aligned with the K of S but overrun by K of N.

LIBYA Forces Against Turkey 

. 4 …I will bring thee forth, and all thine army, horses and horsemen, all of them clothed with all 
sorts of armour, even a great company with bucklers and shields, all of them handling 
swords: Persia, Ethiopia, and Libya with them; all of them with shield and helmet:

(Eze 38:4-5) 



Israel Swears in Netanyahu – led Government

The New York TImes, May 17, 2020
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Netanyahu has effectively silenced his adversaries once again and has become Israel’s 
longest serving Prime Minister. He has managed to achieve what to most who do not 
understand the Divine program, had been considered the impossible – to quench the 
Palestinian dream of a Palestinian State and still remain relatively at peace with his 
neighbors (except Syria & the Hezbollah) and the international community. But it is not in 
God’s plan that Israel is to be divided at the end time. She is prophesied to be dwelling with 
a feeling of security. Will the annexation of the Jordan valley occur? Will Jordan react 
violently? What will be the response of the UN? This summer should prove interesting –
potentially initiating the Armageddon events.

10...On that day thoughts will come into your mind, and you will devise an evil scheme  11  and 
say, 'I will go up against the land of unwalled villages; I will fall upon the quiet people who dwell 
securely, all of them dwelling without walls, and having no bars or gates';

(Ezek 38:10-11 RSV)

Ending a 510-day political crisis that three elections had failed to resolve, Israel on Sunday swore in a new 
government charged with responding to the coronavirus pandemic, extending Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's 
record-setting tenure just a week before his corruption trial is set to begin.
Netanyahu has joined forces with his erstwhile challenger, the centrist former army chief Benny Gantz, who now 
holds the new title of "alternate prime minister," a veto over most major decisions, control over half the 
government's ministries and an agreement to switch positions with Mr. Netanyahu on Nov. 17, 2021.
But by keeping Mr. Netanyahu in office, the new ruling coalition may represent a crowning political achievement for 
Israel's longest-serving leader.
Mr. Gantz's large Blue and White party broke apart over his decision to join Mr. Netanyahu, the once-dominant 
Labor party was reduced to two lonely seats in Parliament, and Arab lawmakers …found themselves once again on 
the margins.
Mr. Netanyahu ...repeated his vow to annex territory in the occupied West Bank that the Palestinians have counted 
on for a future state. The coalition agreement with Mr. Gantz allows Mr. Netanyahu to pursue annexation, if the 
United States approves it, any time after July 1.
Annexation of West Bank territory is the one issue on which Mr. Gantz, who as a candidate said he opposed such a 
unilateral move, did not obtain a veto. Mr. Netanyahu must consult with him but can proceed without his approval.



The Times of Israel, May 24, 2020
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It is so interesting how that Netanyahu’s vision of the annexation of the Jordan West 
Bank has brough the Beast, the Dragon and the False Prophet together, under the 
auspices of the UN, into the international arena to unitedly and collectively come into 
collision with and condemn the plan and, very possibly, the Divine Will. It is also 
significant that Britain and the US (King of the South) are at opposite sides to this King 
of the North Gogian coalition.

Russia, UN & Vatican condemn Israeli annexation plan 

13 And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the 
mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet. 14 For they are the spirits of 
devils, working miracles, which go forth unto the kings of the earth and of the whole world, to 
gather them to the battle of that great day of God Almighty.

(Rev 16:13-14)

International opposition to Israeli annexation of parts of the West Bank continued to gain momentum 
Wednesday as representatives of the UN, Russia and the Vatican all expressed strong objections to the 
plan that could be implemented as early as July.

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has said he will advance plans to extend Israeli sovereignty to all 
settlements and to the Jordan Valley- some 30% of the West Bank - as a key policy of his new coalition 
government.  

UN special Mideast envoy Nickolay Mladenov called on Israel to drop plans to annex parts of the West 
Bank while telling Palestinians to resume talks with the so-called Quartet, comprising the US, Russia, the 
EU and the United Nations.

Following the Security Council meeting and separate talks with Palestinian officials, the Vatican said "The 
Holy See is following the situation closely, and expresses concern about any future actions that could 
further compromise dialogue."  

It added that the Roman Catholic city-state hoped a resolution could soon be found through direct talks "so 
that peace may finally reign in the Holy Land, so beloved by Jews and Christians and Muslims."

Meanwhile, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov on Wednesday afternoon relayed Moscow's "strong 
objection" to the Israeli government's West Bank annexation plans. 







Coronavirus cases in Israel top 3,000, deaths climb to ten
- Debka File, March 27, 2020

Coronavirus infection in Israel soared by a record 540 in 24 hours to 3,053 on Friday morning. The 
total death toll climbed to ten, with 49 are in serious condition in hospital.

In apparent victory for Netanyahu, rival Gantz drops allies, moves towards unity
Jerusalem (CNN) March 27, 2020

In a move that appears to signal the end to Israel's year-long political deadlock, Benny Gantz has 
been elected Speaker of the Israeli Parliament and declared he wishes to form an emergency 
national government.

The surprise move suggests Gantz will serve in a government led by the indicted Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu -- which would break one of his key campaign promises. In the end, the 
coronavirus seems to have done what the country's politicians could not do by themselves: 
bring them together at a critical time to move the country forward. The longest-serving leader in 
Israel's history now appears set to continue in his role in the near future, with the backing of his 
main rival.

Gantz had already been chosen to form a new government with the backing of the majority of the 
Knesset. His decision to become Speaker instead drew accusations of betrayal from his former 
supporters, and triggered the almost immediate break-up of the Blue and White party, formed a 
year ago and comprised of Gantz's Israel Resilience party and two smaller parties. The former IDF 
Chief of Staff now looks set to take Israel Resilience into Netanyahu's right-wing bloc to form a 
comfortable majority in the Knesset, Israel's parliament.
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